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Background: Hispanic individuals comprise the second-largest subpopulation after non-Hispanic White (NHW) individuals in the 
United States (US). We compared the relative contribution of Hispanic individuals to the ten most common causes of cancer-related 
deaths and studied enrollment of Hispanic patients in multinational phase III advanced liver cancer trials with the aim to investigate 
whether racial subpopulations are adequately represented in liver cancer trials.
Methods: Relative cancer incidence rates in Hispanic individuals, NHW individuals, non-Hispanic black (NHB) individuals, and 
Asian individuals were obtained from both the National Cancer Institute (NCI) Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results Program 
and the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), United States Cancer Statistics (USCS) database. Searching PubMed, 
Embase, and Web of Science, we identified phase III clinical trials studying advanced liver cancer in the last ten years and collected 
enrollment for each race and ethnicity. Incidence rates of liver cancer and enrollment rates in phase III trials were compared by race 
and ethnicity.
Results: The cancer type with the relatively highest contribution of Hispanic individuals was liver cancer. From 2015 to 2019, 15.1% 
of liver cancer cases occurred in Hispanic individuals compared to 12.5% in Asian individuals, 11% in NHB individuals, and 7.5% in 
NHW individuals. In the last ten years, Hispanic individuals made up 1.6% of patients and NHB individuals 1.3% of patients included 
in phase III multinational liver cancer trials, compared to 31% NHW individuals and 47% Asian individuals.
Conclusion: Hispanic individuals are disproportionately underrepresented in multinational phase III clinical trials for liver cancer 
despite having the highest relative incidence rates among the four major racial or ethnic groups in the US.
Keywords: liver cancer, hepatocellular carcinoma, intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma, health care disparities, cancer care disparities, 
Hispanic individuals, non-Hispanic black individuals

Introduction
According to the United States Census Bureau, the term “Hispanic origin” refers to people of Cuban, Mexican, Puerto 
Rican, South or Central American or other Spanish origin.1 This population has diverse genetic heritages and varying 
socio-demographic characteristics.2 Hispanic individuals comprise the second largest subpopulation in the United States 
(US) behind non-Hispanic white (NHW) individuals. The US Census Bureau reported that 63.6 million Hispanic 
individuals lived in the US in the year 2021, accounting for approximately 19% of the US population. This group 
experienced a growth rate of 23% between the years 2010 and 2020.3 Significant disparities in cancer care exist for 
Hispanic individuals when compared to NHW individuals for most cancer types.4,5

The term “liver cancer” refers to different types of cancers when used by cancer registries and in the context of 
clinical trials. Cancer registries use the term liver cancer to refer to primary cancers affecting the liver, mainly 
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hepatocellular carcinoma and intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma.6 This is also the terminology we use in this manuscript. 
Of note, clinical trials in biliary tract cancers include not only intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma but also extrahepatic 
cholangiocarcinoma and gallbladder cancer and thus also non-liver cancers are included in those studies.

Cancer research has led to the development of new treatments and prevention strategies, which have contributed to 
a decrease in the overall mortality of oncologic diseases.7,8 With the recent development in targeted therapies and 
immunotherapy as well as the availability of multiple new systemic treatment options for advanced liver cancer in the 
first- and second-line setting, it is of utmost importance that these advances and their effectiveness benefit the population 
as a whole.9 Novel treatment options should therefore be tested in all races affected and treated, and race and ethnicity 
must be clearly and uniformly reported in oncologic clinical trials. All ethnic and racial subgroups should have a fair 
relative representation according to the population demographics at the clinical trial site.

Prior studies have reported that Hispanic individuals experience higher incidence and mortality rates of liver cancer 
compared to non-Hispanic white individuals.10–12 It has also been reported that Hispanic individuals are underrepre-
sented in clinical trials for several types of cancer, including breast, prostate, lung, and colorectal.2,13–16 In this study, we 
aimed to determine if Hispanic individuals are similarly underrepresented in liver cancer trials. We compared incidence 
rates of liver cancer and relative representation in multinational phase III trials for advanced liver cancer of each race and 
ethnicity group. Considering the current racial and ethnic makeup of the US population as well as the projected 
increasing number of Hispanic individuals over the next 50 years, health care disparities may continue to increase 
unless efforts are undertaken to increase the inclusion of Hispanic individuals in oncologic clinical trials.17

Materials and Methods
Incidence and Mortality Databases Used to Analyze Racial and Ethnic Groups
The age-adjusted incidence and mortality rates of the ten most common cancers in the US by racial and ethnic group were 
extracted from two databases: the National Cancer Institute, Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results Program and the Center 
for Disease Control and Prevention United States Cancer Statistics (USCS).7,18 The incidence rate ratio was calculated by dividing 
the incidence rate among Hispanic individuals by the incidence rate in NHW individuals for each cancer.

Selection of Clinic Trials
To identify publications of liver cancer trials, we conducted a database search covering the time frame of July 1, 2012 to 
July 31, 2022, using PubMed (National Library of Medicine), Embase (Elsevier), and Web of Science: Core Collection 
(Clarivate Analytics) for multinational phase III clinical oncology trials of liver cancer patients. The search terms used 
were “liver cancer OR hepatocellular carcinoma OR cholangiocarcinoma OR biliary tract cancer. The filters used were 
clinical trial and phase III trials. The initial search yielded 389 studies. Studies were excluded in a manual verification 
step if they were non-interventional or were Phase I II or IV, yielding 17 studies. All studies investigated treatments in 
patients with advanced disease. Two of those studies did not report race and ethnicity, and two other studies only reported 
proportion of Asian individuals, leaving 13 studies. Ethnic and racial characteristics of the patients in the 13 studies were 
extracted from publications associated with the clinical trials or from https://clinicaltrials.gov. In both publications and 
https://clinicaltrials.gov, ethnicity is reported as Hispanic/Latino, non-Hispanic (NH)/non-Latino, or unknown/not 
reported and race is reported as American Indian/Alaska Native (AI/AN), Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 
(NH/PI), Asian, non-Hispanic black, non-Hispanic white, more than one race, or unknown/not reported.

The percentage of Hispanic individuals enrolled in multinational phase III clinical trials of advanced or metastatic 
liver cancer from 2012 to 2022 was calculated. This percentage was compared with the percentage of Hispanic 
individuals diagnosed with liver cancer in the SEER database. The recent SEER data available are from 2019, therefore 
the incidence rates between 2012 and 2019 were used.

Statistical Analyses
The difference in incidence by race and ethnicity (D-IRE) was defined as the median absolute difference in race and ethnicity 
incidence between trial and corresponding cancer-specific SEER data; with a negative value indicating underrepresentation. The 
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ratio of incidence by race and ethnicity (R-IRE) was defined as the median ratio of the trial and SEER incidence, with a value less 
than one indicating underrepresentation. The percent of enrollment of Hispanic, NHB, NHW and Asian individuals in advanced 
liver cancer studies from 2008 to 2018 was compared to the incidence of liver cancer in these populations during that timeframe.

Results
Liver Cancer Disproportionately Affects Hispanic Individuals
Liver cancer is in the top ten most common tumor types that cause the greatest number of deaths in the US. The overall age- 
adjusted incidence rate for all cancers from the year 2015–2019 was 444.5 per 100,000. While Hispanic individuals showed 
the second lowest overall incidence rate for all cancer types combined, they had the second highest incidence rate of liver 
cancer (behind NH AI/AN individuals) (Table 1 and Figure 1). The ratio of incidence rates of liver cancer between Hispanic 
individuals and NHW individuals was two, the highest of such ratios for all of the top ten cancer sites (Figure 2).

To confirm this observation using an independent database, we used data from the Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC), United States Cancer Statistics (USCS). This database includes cancer registry data from the CDC’s National Program of 
Cancer Registries (NPCR) and the NCI SEER program as well as mortality data from CDC’s National Center for Health Statistics. 
It includes cancer registries from forty-six states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, U.S Virgin Islands and the US Pacific 
Island Jurisdictions. In the CDC USCS database, we found an age adjusted rate of 13.8 per 100, 000 of liver cancer in Hispanic 
individuals, a rate of 10.7 in NHB individuals and a rate of 7.3 in NHW individuals. The age adjusted frequency ratio for liver 
cancer in Hispanic individuals compared to NHW individuals was 1.9 supporting our finding that liver cancer is a type of cancer 
with a high proportion of Hispanic patients (Table S1).

To compare the incidence rates of the ten most common cancers in US subpopulations, we analyzed the incidence rate 
ratio (IRR) of Hispanic individuals vs NHW individuals by cancer type. Liver cancer resulted in the highest IRR in 
Hispanic individuals of 2 with NHB individuals having an IRR of 1.71. The closest IRR when compared to liver cancer 
in Hispanic individuals was in NHB individuals with prostate cancer that resulted in an IRR of 1.87 (Figure 2). Incidence 
rate ratios are used to compare two subpopulations according to their cancer incidence: with higher IRR indicating 
a higher proportion of cancer in that population.

Table 1 SEER 5-Year Age-Adjusted Incidence Rates for the ten Most Common Types of Cancer from 2015–2019

Cancer Site All Races/Eth NHW NHB NH AI/AN NH A/PI Hispanic  
(Any Race)

Ratio Hispanic  
to NHW

All Cancer Sites 444.5 476.3 459 420.4 308.3 354.3 0.74

Colon and Rectum 37.7 38.1 44.3 49 30.7 34.4 0.90

Liver 9.5 7.5 11 18.8 12.5 15.1 2.01

Pancreas 13.3 13.5 16.1 12.8 10 12 0.89

Lung and Bronchus 52 58.4 56.1 48.3 35.4 27.4 0.47

Melanoma of the Skin 21.5 31.1 0.9 8.3 1.3 4.4 0.14

Breast 128.3 137.6 129.6 111.3 106.9 99.9 0.73

Cervix Uteri 7.8 7.1 9 10.1 6.3 10 1.41

Prostate 112.7 110 183.4 70.3 59.6 88.6 0.81

Urinary Bladder 18.7 22.4 11.2 12.5 8.6 10.2 0.46

Kidney and Renal Pelvis 17.3 17.7 18.8 26.6 8.7 18.5 1.05

Notes: Rates are per 100,000 and are age-adjusted to the 2000 US Std Population (19 age groups - Census P25-1130).
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Figure 1 Ten most frequent cancer sites in the US population per race/ethnicity. Cancer sites displayed from top to bottom: prostate, breast, lung and bronchus, colon and 
rectum, melanoma, urinary bladder, kidney and renal pelvis, pancreas, liver, endometrial. NHW=non-Hispanic white individuals, NHB=non-Hispanic black individuals. Rates 
are per 100,000 and age-adjusted to the 2000 US Std Population (19 age groups–- Census P25-1130) standard. Data acquired from SEER database for 2015–2019.

Figure 2 Incidence Rate-Ratio relative to non-Hispanic White individuals by race/ethnicity. Ratio of cancer incidence in (A) Hispanic individuals, (B) non-Hispanic black 
individuals (NHB), (C) non-Hispanic Asian/pacific islander individuals (NH A/PI), and (D) non-Hispanic American Indian/Alaska Native (NH AI/AN) individuals compared to 
non-Hispanic white individuals. Rates are per 100,000 and age-adjusted to the 2000 US Std Population (19 age groups–- Census P25-1130) standard sourced from SEER 
database.
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Liver Cancer Incidence and Mortality Rates from 2000 to 2019 in the Three Largest 
Ethnic and Racial Subpopulations
Next, we asked whether the relative contribution of Hispanic individuals to liver cancer incidence changed over time in 
the past ten years. We studied the incidence rate and trend of liver cancer from 2000 to 2019 in the CDC-USCS database; 
in the three largest US subpopulations: Hispanic, NHB and NHW individuals. The incidence rate per 100,000 of liver 
cancer in Hispanic individuals was 9.8 in the year 2000, increasing to 13.2 in the year 2010 and had the same rate for 
the year 2019. Incidence rates increased in NHW individuals from 4.2 to 6.0 and 7.2 for the years 2000, 2010 and 2019; 
in NHB individuals the rates from the same time points were 6.3, 9.9 and 9.8, respectively (Figure 3A). The mortality 
rates per 100,000 for liver cancer for the years 2000, 2010 and 2019 in Hispanic individuals increased from 7.4, 8.7 to 
9.0, respectively. NHB individuals showed an increasing mortality trend with rates of 6.2, 7.9 and 8.1 while NHW 
individuals had rates of 4.0, 5.1 and 5.9, respectively, for the three time points (Figure 3B). In summary, our data 
demonstrates that liver cancer predominantly affects Hispanic individuals in the United States.

Hispanic Individuals are Underrepresented in Phase III Clinical Trials
An age adjusted incidence of 9 per 100, 0000 with 60.6 million Hispanic individuals living in the United States suggests that close 
to 5691 Hispanic individuals were diagnosed with liver cancer in 2019 and 3710 died from the disease. This prompted us to 
evaluate how many Hispanic individuals were enrolled in clinical trials conducted in the US and worldwide aiming for FDA 
approval of drugs and building the rationale for the development of national treatment guidelines.

A database search was performed using PubMed (National Library of Medicine), Embase (Elsevier), and Web of Science: 
Core Collection (Clarivate Analytics) for multinational phase III clinical oncology trials of patients with liver cancer covering the 
time from July 1, 2012, to July 31, 2022. The search terms used were “liver cancer OR hepatocellular carcinoma OR 
cholangiocarcinoma OR biliary tract cancer. The filters used were clinical trial and phase III trials. A total of 389 studies resulted, 
these were further scrutinized for multinational therapeutic trials for metastatic or advanced stage liver cancer with 17 studies 
remaining.19–35 All studies enrolled patients with advanced disease. Two of these studies did not report race or ethnicity and two 
more studies reported only the Asian patients accrued; of the remaining 13 studies, seven published the ethnicity or race 
characteristics of the participants in the respective journal and the six other studies we searched for the race and ethnicity 
characteristics of the patients on the website clinicaltrials.gov (Figure 4).

A total of 12,464 patients were enrolled in these seventeen trials. The proportion of patients enrolled who were 
Hispanic, NHB, or NHW individuals was reported in 8/17 (47%), 13/17 (76%), and 13/17 (76%) of studies, respectively. 

Figure 3 Incidence and mortality rate of liver cancer by race/ ethnicity. (A) Incidence and (B) mortality rates per 100,000 cases from CDC USCS database for non-Hispanic 
white (NHW) individuals, non-Hispanic black (NHB) individuals, and Hispanic individuals.
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Among the thirteen studies that reported on race and ethnicity (for groups besides only Asian individuals), 2% (n=184) of 
participants were Hispanic individuals, 1.8% (n=158) were NHB individuals, 41.6% (n=3691) were NHW individuals, 
and 49.8% (n=4413) were Asian individuals. Study participants that were AI/AN individuals, NH/OPI individuals, or 
more than one race (MTR), together, represented less than 1% of the patients in the studies; while 6.5% (n=575) had 
unknown racial and ethnic characteristics (Table 2 and Figure 5).

Hispanic individuals represented ~2% of patients enrolled in multinational studies of advanced liver cancer in the past 
ten years, yet the proportionate incidence of liver cancer in Hispanic individuals during the same time frame was 
approximately 15%.

We calculated the difference in incidence by race and ethnicity (D-IRE); Hispanic individuals had a median D-IRE of 
−31.3% and NHB individuals of −22.6% indicating severe underrepresentation of these groups in liver cancer trials; 
while NHW and Asian individuals were overrepresented with a median D-IRE of +13.3 and +8.3, respectively 
(Figure 6A). The ratio of incidence by race and ethnicity (R-IRE) in Hispanic individuals was 0.04, again indicating 
underrepresentation which was also seen in NHB individuals (R-IRE=0.05). NHW and Asian individuals had an R-IRE 
of 1.8 and 1.4, respectively (Figure 6B).

The accrual of Hispanic, NHB, NHW and Asian individuals from the year 2008–2018 was compared to the incidence 
of liver cancer in these populations according to CDC data. The population of Hispanic individuals presented with an 
increase in the incidence of liver cancer from 28.8% to 32.4% between 2008 and 2018 but their enrollment in liver cancer 

Figure 4 Consort diagram. Specific search terms and filters yielded 389 studies using PubMed (National Library of Medicine), Embase (Elsevier), and Web of Science: Core 
Collection (Clarivate Analytics) for multinational phase III clinical oncology trials of patients with liver cancer. These were further filtered to exclude non-interventional trials 
or trials that were phase I II or IV (manual verification), yielding 17 studies. Thirteen of those studies sufficiently reported data on race and ethnicity.
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Table 2 Multinational Phase III Clinical Trials of Liver Cancer in the Last 10 Years by Race/Ethnicity of Trial Participants

Trial Name, Identifier Treatment Total Patients Ethnicity Race From Americas

Hispanic NHW NHB Asian NH/OPI AI/AN MT1R Other/NR

BRISK-FL NCT00858871 Brivanib, Sorafenib 1155 1155 152

BRISK-PS NCT00825955 Brivanib 395 188 16 184 7 67

NCT00699374 Sunitinib, Sorafenib 1074 223 16 829 6 NR

SEARCH NCT0901901 Sorafenib, Erlotinib 720 720 173

REACH NCT01140347 Ramucirumab 565 43 276 8 266 15 65

NCT01009593 Linifanib, Sorafenib 1035 689 346 NR

RESORCE NCT01774344 Regorafenib 573 206 8 234 125 NR

NCT01761266 Lenvatinib, Sorafenib 954 17 276 13 660 1 1 3 NR

CELESTIAL NCT01908426 Cabozantinib 707 30 394 19 241 3 1 49 167

REACH-2 NCT02435433 Ramucirumab 377 22 104 6 233 5 51 34

ClarIDHy NCT02989857 Ivosidenib 187 9 106 2 23 1 1 54 NR

IMbrave150 NCT03434379 Atezolizumab, Bevacizumab, Sorafenib 501 13 175 10 284 1 31 NR

KEYNOTE-240 NCT02702401 Pembrolizumab 413 35 213 19 165 1 6 8 1 37

TOPAZ-1 NCT03875235 Durvalumab, Gemcitabine, Cisplatin 685 386 299 374

CheckMate459 NCT02576509 Nivolumab, Sorafenib 743 15 395 5 332 1 10 295

HIMALAYA NCT03298451 Durvalumab, Tremelimumab, Sorafenib 1171 521 19 596 1 34 NR

COSMIC-312 NCT03755791 Cabozantinib, Atezolizumab, Sorafenib 1209 614 17 366 1 28 189 82

Total 12,464 184 3691 158 5488 8 38 14 3095 1446

% of total 1.48% 29.61% 1.27% 44.03% 0.06% 0.30% 0.11% 24.83% 11.60%

Total* 10,589 184 3691 158 5488 8 38 14 1220 1121

% of total* 1.74% 34.86% 1.49% 51.83% 0.08% 0.36% 0.13% 11.52% 10.59%

Total** 8869 184 3691 158 4413 8 38 14 575 747

% of total** 2.07% 41.62% 1.78% 49.76% 0.09% 0.43% 0.16% 6.48% 8.42%

Notes: *Excludes trials that did not report race or ethnicity. **Excludes trials that did not report race or ethnicity or only reported Asian individuals. 
Abbreviations: NHW, non-Hispanic white individuals; NHB, non-Hispanic black individuals; NH/OPI, non-Hispanic/other pacific islander individuals; AI/AN, American Indian/Alaska native individuals; MT1R, more than one race; NR, 
data specifically on Americas not reported.
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clinical trials remained relatively static and low. For multiple years in this time period the accrual of Hispanic individuals 
was 0%. Importantly, the comparison of accrual and incidence in NHB individuals also shows clear underrepresentation. 
Both NHW and Asian individuals present with a constant overrepresentation in liver cancer clinical trials compared to 
their incidence rates of liver cancer (Figure 6C).

Discussion
Hispanic individuals represent a large percentage of the US population and carry a disproportionate burden of liver 
cancer; this is not mirrored in Phase III multinational advanced liver cancer trials in the last ten years; 8 of which led to 
FDA approval and served as the scientific foundation for national treatment guidelines and recommendations in the US.

Hispanic individuals have the highest relative incidence of liver cancer among the three largest population subgroups 
in the US, which include Hispanic, NHB or NHW individuals. The age adjusted frequency ratio for liver cancer in 
Hispanic individuals compared to NHW individuals is the highest amongst the ten most common cancers in the US; 
demonstrating a notable difference in the incidence of liver cancer between these two subpopulations.36 Importantly, the 
population of Hispanic individuals in the US is on average younger than the population of NHW individuals; if Hispanic 
individuals were to present with the same age structure as NHW individuals, the incidence rate of liver cancer among 
Hispanic individuals would likely be even higher.37

The most common etiologies for liver cancer in the US are Hepatitis B (HBV) and Hepatitis C (HCV) viruses, heavy 
alcohol consumption, obesity and metabolic syndrome associated with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD).36,38,39 

The population of Hispanic individuals has a higher prevalence of specific risk factors such as diabetes3,5, obesity and 
NAFLD40 compared to individuals of other races and ethnicities. A higher prevalence of such comorbidities is likely to 
contribute to the higher incidence rates observed in Hispanic individuals.3,5,41,42 Substantial variation in the prevalence of 

Figure 5 Multinational Studies of Liver Cancer from 2012–2022 per Race/ Ethnicity. Relative size of pie chart shows relative number of participants. Inner circles display 
information on ethnicity, outer circles display information on race.
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Figure 6 Underrepresentation of Hispanic individuals in clinical trials for liver cancer. (A) difference in incident rate ratio (D-IRE) by race and ethnicity and (B) the ratio of incidence 
by race and ethnicity (R-IRE) for non-Hispanic white (NHW) individuals, non-Hispanic Asian/pacific islander (NH A/PI) individuals, non-Hispanic black (NHB) individuals, and 
Hispanic individuals. (C) number of liver cancer cases by race/ethnicity over time and proportion of participants enrolled in clinical trials for liver cancer over time.
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other cancer risk factors such as smoking, calorie dense and nutrient poor diets, and physical inactivity may also 
contribute to the disparities in incidence rates.4,42 The contribution of the underlying etiology to the racial disparities 
remains an important factor in targeting prevention and detection efforts.38,43,44

Incidence rates observed in US-born Hispanic individuals and foreign-born Hispanic individuals also differ from each 
other; with higher rates observed in US-born Hispanic individuals.3,45 The reason for this difference is likely multi-
factorial and is not yet fully understood. In general, the increase is attributed to cultural acculturation and increased rates 
of obesity, alcohol intake and smoking compared to foreign-born Hispanic individuals.3,4,46,47 However, accounting for 
the differences in risk factors is not sufficient alone to explain the differences for the higher incidence of liver cancer in 
US-born Hispanic individuals.4

Novel cancer therapies, such as immunotherapy, are rapidly emerging as highly effective but financially taxing in 
patients with advanced liver cancer. A recent retrospective cohort study reported significant disparities in early access to 
immunotherapy, with lower administration of this treatment to Hispanic individuals compared to NHW individuals. This 
difference in access to immunotherapy was more notable in non-academic cancer centers.48 The study of immunotherapy 
efficacy in Hispanic individuals is a pressing need and should be meticulously studied. The applicability of scientific 
research validity to individuals of all races and ethnicities requires adequate relative representation in multinational phase 
III studies of liver cancer which are aiming for FDA approval. Knowledge regarding the true efficacy of new therapeutic 
agents in real world populations is limited due to the underrepresentation of Hispanic and NHB individuals and over 
representation of NHW and Asian individuals relative to the US population.5 Potential drivers of underrepresentation are 
complex and may include narrow eligibility criteria, lack of access to participating centers, patient preference, social 
determinants of health, fear and/or mistrust of the health care system, as well as socioeconomic, language, and cultural 
barriers.5,13

Equitable representation and granular reporting of ethnicity and race in liver cancer trials is necessary to ensure that 
the results of these trials, which may result in FDA approval, are applicable to the whole population. Adequate ethnic and 
racial representation leads to equal access to new treatments that have proven efficacy in all subpopulations, especially in 
Hispanic individuals.13,49,50 It is fundamental for clinical trials to be designed with racial and ethnic equity considerations 
to avoid disproportionate analyses of a specific race or ethnicity. Within clinical trial design lies a social responsibility to 
both majority and minority groups within the population, ensuring valid efficacy conclusions for new therapeutic agents 
that will become part of the treatment guidelines for the population as a whole.51

This study describes a novel observation reporting the granularity of ethnic and racial representation of subpopula-
tions in phase III advanced liver cancer clinical trials. The results have potential important clinical relevance and direct 
implication for health disparities and liver cancer research. Liver cancer treatments represent important financial toxicity 
for the patients and efficacy in all subpopulations must be ensured. Finally, we clearly delineate improvements that are 
much needed to decrease racial and ethnic disparities in the research and treatment of liver cancer specifically by 
highlighting the importance of adequate racial and ethnic reporting in the publication of clinical trials and the under-
representation of Hispanic and NHB individuals in phase III advanced liver cancer studies in the last ten years.

This study has limitations. Because we were interested in clinical trials that were seeking FDA approval and therefore 
use of the potential treatment in the US, we used incidence rates and population data only from the US. But because the 
trials that we analyzed in this study were Phase III, there were none that had clinical trial sites only within the US, which 
is typical for phase III trials. This means that we used incidence and population data for individuals in the US and clinical 
trial enrollment for individuals globally. It would be interesting to utilize enrollment data only from the sites within the 
US, but such data was not available.

The NCI-funded SEER 18 database, used in this study captures approximately 25–28% of the US population and 
incident cancer cases nationwide; it collects and publishes cancer data from population-based cancer registries in 22 U.S 
geographic areas. Since the SEER database does not include tumor data for all geographical regions, it may under-
represent NHB and Hispanic individuals.38 Results of other investigators, indicate that the SEER population does 
resemble the US population regarding race and ethnicity, as well as specific determinants of health such as poverty 
and education.52 The CDC USCS database used as a comparative database in this study includes cancer registry data 
from the CDC’s National Program of Cancer Registries (NPCR) and the NCI SEER program as well as mortality data 
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from CDC’s National Center for Health Statistics. The CDC supports central cancer registries in 46 States, the District of 
Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S Virgin Islands and the US Pacific Island Jurisdictions. This implies that the database 
being used for comparison in this study represents a larger part of the US population.

The primary limitation of this study is the number of trials not reporting race or ethnicity or reporting data on only 
Asian individuals as well as the inconsistent race and ethnicity groupings across studies and the associated bias. Some 
studies, although published in peer reviewed journals, did not show results in clinical trials.gov. Another limitation is the 
lack of uniform reporting of liver cancer and its subtypes in the literature as well as in the databases used in this study. 
We therefore had to group all subtypes of liver cancer together, which reduces the granularity of the results of our study.

The disproportionate burden of liver cancer in the population of Hispanic individuals in the US remains understudied 
and Hispanic individuals continue to be underrepresented in multinational Phase 3 clinical trials. Adequate representation 
of the growing population of Hispanic individuals as well as all racial and ethnic groups in clinical trials is essential to 
identify potential racial and ethnic differences, etiological heterogeneities, differences in cancer biology and pharmaco-
kinetics and pharmacodynamics of new oncologic treatments. Underrepresentation of Hispanic individuals in clinical 
trials hinders the true efficacy and optimal use of new therapeutic agents for liver cancer since the unique characteristics 
of the hosts and tumors of patients of the major subpopulations are not accounted for. Mandatory, standard, and granular 
reporting of racial and ethnic characteristics should be considered in future multinational phase III clinical trials studying 
liver cancer as part of a continued effort to ensure equitable clinical trial enrollment. The regional geographic accrual of 
multinational phase III liver cancer studies seeking FDA approval should aim to include patients from geographic areas 
with similar etiologies of liver cancer and ideally a similar ethnic and racial makeup as the patients that suffer from liver 
cancer in the US. It is important to conduct trials in Hispanic individuals with liver cancer because of the increased 
burden they face. Continued efforts are needed to ensure equitable trial accrual and provide scientific results that apply to 
the population.
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